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SINOWAY Newsletter 

August, 2022 

☆Market information  

1.  There is a risk of a world recession, inflation remains high , and the risk of debt 

default in emerging market countries increases. 

2. China's currency weakened slightly. The dollar index remains high, the Euro and 

sterling remain weak. Because of the Russia-Ukraine war and the FED raising interest 

rates ,the Euro against Dollar fell below 1:1 for the first time in 20 years. 

3. The 88th API China will be held in Qingdao during September 27-29,2022. 

4. On October 16th 2022, the 20th National Congress of the Chinese Communist 

Party will be held in Beijing. Due to the upgrade security level then, logistic and 

logistic-related production delays would appear, which could lead to delays both in 

shipment and production in Oct.2022. 

☆Sinoway Comments-how to reduce the risk  

1. Customers are advised to make the demand forecast of regular items 1~2 months 

earlier, custom developing manufacturing projects 2~3 months earlier than before. 

On Sinoway’s side, we will recheck the supplying situations of these items as earlier 

as possible to make the products supply on time. 

2. Customers are advised to arrange shipments in early Oct. or in Nov. especially for 

dangerous goods. 

3. For dangerous goods, customers are advised to order earlier than before. 

☆New Products Recommendation 

This month, here we introduce a nice series product: Sermaglutide & intermediates . 

API : Sermaglutide , CAS No: 910463-68-2  ( *In the patent period, for R&D use ) 

Storage temperature : keep in cool 2-8℃ 

 

Sermaglutide Intermediates （Lyophilized powder） : 

 

1) main chain : 

CAS No：1169630-82-3 

 

2)side chain : tBuO-Ste-Glu(AEEA-AEEA-OH)OtBu 

CAS No: 1118767-16-0 

  

Usage: For the treatment of diabetes and it can help to lose weight. 
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Advantages:  

1) Our Sermaglutide API is in Pilot production stage with production quantity 100g 

per batch. 

2) We will get DMF documents in early of 2023 ,and submit to FDA in the middle of 

2023 for Sermaglutide API . 

3) Our sermaglutide API and intermediates are produced in GMP condition workshop, 

with high purity 99% up , single impurity below 0.1% by HPLC. 

4) Competitive price compare with the original Novo Nordisk for API . 

5) Sermaglutide is very new and good API for diabetes with very large market 

demand quantities. 

6) Using advanced recombinant protease with Bio-enzyme technology to produce 

the intermediates of Sermaglutide ( main chain and side chain). 
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